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A Passport Union

5-6

Covering letter to the Council

The final communique issued at the European
Summit held in Paris on 9 and 10 December
1974 states at point 10 that 'a working party
will be set up to study the possibility of establishing a Passport Union and, in anticipation of this,
the introduction of a uniform passport. If possible, this draft should be submitted to the
Governments of the Member States before 31
December 1976. It will, in particular, provide
for stage-by-stage harmonization of legislation
affecting aliens and for the abolition of passport
control within the Community' .1

It was agreed with the Member States that the
Commission would consider the problems which
might be raised by the setting up of a Passport
Union between the Member States. 2
The Commission, having examined the scope of
this statement, has reached the following two
conclusions:
The Passport Union is seen as a project involving
two immediate and two longer term objectives. The first immediate objective is the creation of a uniform passport to be issued by each
Member State to its nationals in place of the
passports of varying appearance currently issued,
and which would symbolize a definite connection with the Communities; this could lead to
negotiations with non-member countries to
secure equality of treatment for all holders of the
uniform passport, irrespective of their nationality. The second immediate objective of the
Passport Union is the abolition of identity checks
at Community internal frontiers, irrespective of
whether these are carried out on nationals of the
Member States or of non-member countries. This would however necessitate reorganization of the checks at external frontiers of the
Community to be carried out by each Member
State on behalf of all others, and this could be a
starting point for the development of a common
approach on the part of Member States in that
they would accord equality of treatment to
· nationals of all non-member countries.
It will be for the working party to examme
whether the proposed concept of a Passport
S. 7/75

Union can be put into effect, and if so, to lay
down the conditions and timetable for it. It
should, however, prove possible to achieve the
two abovementioned immediate objectives within a short time, in spite of certain. difficult
problems.
Please find attached an analysis of the text of
point 10 and the main problems which might be
raised by its implementation, followed by some
considerations regarding the composition of the
working party which will be instructed to deal
with the matter.
The Council should decide on the composition of
this working party which would comprise senior
officials from the Member States. In view of
the many connections between the Passport
Union and free movement of persons within the
Communities and the fact that the Commission
has a central role in the organization of this free
movement, it would be best if the Commission
provided the Chairman and the secretariat of the
working party.

1

2

Bull. EC 12-1974, point 1104.
Meeting of Coreper on 24 April 1974.
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Commission report
on the implementation of point 10
of the final communique
issued at the European Summit
held in Paris
on 9 and 10 December 1974

Passport Union
1. Scope of report
This report expands in turn on the three main
factors which seem to govern the implementation
of point 10.
These factors are set out below under the following headings:
Significance of the Passport Union;
Main problems raised by the establishment
of a Passport Union which will have to be
studied by the working party;
Composition of the working party.
2.

2.1

Significance of the Passport Union

Introduction

The concept 'Passport Union' is a new one. No
scheme exists which bears this name. The only
known measures towards creating unions
~-embracing several countries for the purpose of
carrying out controls of persons have been the
establishment of free movement zones entailing
abandonment of identity checks at internal frontiers and the transfer of such checks to external
frontiers. 1 Neither does 'Passport Union' exist
as a theoretical concept.
However, the expression 'Passport Union' is to
some extent evocative and calls to mind by a
process of association of ideas the concept of
Customs Union. Establishing a Passport Union
would provide arrangements in respect of indivi8

duals similar to those provided by a Customs
Union in respect of goods, i.e. free movement
within the Union together with transfer of controls to the external frontiers of the Union and
confirmation of it as an entity in relation to
non-member countries in the form of joint action
vis-a-vis such countries (common foreign policy).
Even though 'Passport Union' is not a timehonoured expression the word 'passport' is familiar to everyone. It is a document issued by a
national administrative body to nationals of the
country concerned, attesting to their identity
vis-a-vis foreign authorities. A passport. establishes the existence of a connection between a
legal person governed by public international
law and a natural person. In the first place, this
connection is affirmed erga omnes by the State
issuing the passport with regard to all other legal
persons governed by public international
law. Secondly, this connection enables the holder of the passport to require from the State to
whose territory he has travelled such treatment
as has been agreed between that State and the
State of which he is a national.
The preceding remarks are not sufficient to give
a clear idea of the nature of the Passport Union
envisaged in the Paris Communique. This can
only be obtained from an analysis of the elements regarded by its authors as being central to
a Passport Union. At all events the Heads of
Government, in contemplating the establishment
of such a Union, regarded three measures as
essential: prior introduction of a uniform passport, harmonization of legislation affecting aliens
and abolition of passport control within the
Community. The significance of the Passport
Union may be gathered from the scope and
interdependence of these three projected developments.

1
Such zones involving Member States of the Community have been established between the Scandinavian countries and Finland, between the United Kingdom, Ireland, the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man,
and between the three Benelux countries. A comparative description of these three zones is given in
Annex l,p.17.
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2.2

Uniform passport

To understand the significance of the uniform
passport in a Passport Union, the possible
nature, uses and purpose of such a passport must
be considered.
2.2.1 The uniform passport will, as the first
step towards a Passport Union, be a document
issued by each Member State to its own nationals. It cannot be imagined that the Member
States would in the near future grant the Community authority to issue passports, and that this
authority would be recognized by the international community .1 The uniform passport will
thus of necessity be initially a national passport
which the Member States would agree should
have the same appearance so as to demonstrate,
in addition to a connection with the country in
question, a definite connection with the Community.
2.2.2 As regards its use, the uniform passport is
not intended to be a document serving only the
purpose of free movement of nationals of the
Member States within the Community. The
words used by the authors of the Paris Communique show clearly that they had in mind a
particular kind of identity document, one specifically intended to be used abroad, even though it
may play a subsidiary role as a national identity
document, so that standardizing passports will
entail the joint creation of a new document
intended to be used in relations with all nonmember countries. There would, moreover, be
little point in introducing a uniform passport to
be used as an identity document solely for travel
within the Community, which would be in
addition to the identity card held by nationals of
five of the Member States out of nine and which
is currently all that is required for such travel.

If one of the fundamental characteristics of
passports is that they may be used in any foreign
country, the same would be true of uniform
passports. But were these to be introduced, is it
possible to imagine that the same authority
would issue to the same person two passports
having the characteristics of documents issued
S. 7/75

at national level and yet differing in their appearance? It seems rather that uniform passports
should replace immediately or at a time to be
fixed the passports of varying design currently
issued by the Member States to their nationals,
and be valid in the same way as such passports,
not only within the Community but also vis-a-vis
all non-member countries. In other words they
would be used in those non-member countries
which require passports, whereas in the remaining non-member countries and in the Community, they would be used by all nationals of those
Member States which do not issue national
identity cards and by the nationals of Member
States which issue such identity cards, whether
they do not hold such a document or whether
they prefer to use a passport.
2.2.3 Having established that passports of
uniform appearance should be used in place of
the passports currently issued by Member States,
the manner of this replacement and its significance should now be examined.
Although it is true that the creation of a passport
of uniform appearance would in no way affect
agreements concluded by each Member State
with· non-member countries for the benefit of its
nationals, and would leave unaffected the differences in treatment accorded by such countries
according to whether a person is a national of
one Member State or another, the fact remains
that the introduction of such a passport would
have a psychological effect, one which would
emphasize the feeling of nationals of the nine
Member States of belonging to the Community. But to fully appreciate this effect, it should
1
The Community institutions have at present the
right merely to issue laissez-passer to their officials
and servants (d. Article 7 of the Protocol on the
Privileges and Immunities of the European Communities). The holders of such laissez-passer !llay travel
freely within the territory of the Community and
non-member countries which recognize them (currently only Switzerland) without being required to present
any further proof of identity.
2
In France and Italy, national identity cards are
generally carried, although they are optional. They
are compulsory in Germany, Belgium and Luxembourg.
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be remembered firstly that for the nationals of
five Member States, only national identity cards
need be carried to travel to a number of nonmember countries, and secondly that the replacement of one document by another (in this case, a
national passport by a uniform passport) will be
felt much more positively and lastingly if accompanied by a change in the statu quo, i.e. if the
connection with the Community attested to by
the uniform passport produces concrete results
with regard to the treatment accorded to its
holder by non-member countries.
One should take into account not simply the
psychological effect of a uniform passport as
justifying its existence but that such a passport
might be equally justified by the desire of the
nine Member States to affirm vis-a-vis non-member countries the existence of the Community as
·an entity, and eventually to obtain from each of
them identical treatment for citizens of the
Community. In the same way that equality of
treatment is assured, on the basis of the Community Treaties, between citiziens of the Community in the Member State in which the~ reside,
so equality of treatment of Community citizens,
whatever their nationaly, would be ensured by
stages through the Passport Union, when they
travel to a non-member country. It would certainly be disturbing to find that two nationals of
two different Member States, each holding a
uniform passport, were treated differently by the
same non-member country because of their
nationality by, for example, requiring one to
have a visa and not the other or where discrimination arose by granting one the right to pursue
business activities and not the other.
This approach would give uniform passports the
status traditionally associated with passports
which, in addition to attesting to a connection
with a legal person governed by public international law, secure equal treatment as between
holders of the same kind of passport by other
international entities recognizing that legal person.
Thus in addition to bringing into being a passport of uniform appearance, the Passport Union
would have as an objective the task of acquiring
10

for that document the status normally reserved
for such documents, thus involving negotiations
with each non-Member State to secure identical
treatment for all citizens of the Community.

If this approach were adopted, the uniform
passport would thus have to be viewed as
supporting rights to be negotiated to attain
identical treatment for all nationals of the Member States by non-member countries and as
evidence of the desire of the Member States to
undertake such negotiations.

Abolition of passport control
within the Community

2.3

In addition to the aspect of the Passport Union
concerned with external relations and consisting
of the creation of a uniform passport and
possible extension of that measure, i.e. negotiations for identical treatment of citizens of the
Community by non-member countries, there is
an aspect concerned with internal relations
which involves, as we shall see, the abolition of
passport control within the Community. The
actual scope of this may be discerned stage by
stage by means of an analysis based on gradual
elimination.
2.3.1 Abolition of passport control within the
Community can not mean abolishing all checks
on identity documents throughout the Community. All the Member States require aliens to
carry either a passport or an identity card, and
although some do not have a system of identity
cards for their own nationals, identity checks
have to be carried out in other ways. It is clear
that the authors of the Paris Communique did
not envisage the general abolition of passport
checks on aliens. What they had in mind must
therefore be checks carried out at frontiers at the
time of entry or exit by aliens.
The Member States mutually recognize the right
to check the passports not only of aliens but also
of their own nationals and these checks are
carried out at the frontier on exit or re-entry.
S. 7/75

It is thus clear that the abolition of passport
control within the Community means the abolition of passport control at Community internal
frontiers.
2.3.2 F,.urther, abolition of passport control can
not consist only of abolition of control of
passports at the internal frontiers of the Community. It must logically extend also to documents which replace passports by agreement
between States, such as national identity cards.
In order to be in any way beneficial, abolition of
passport control must include abolition of checks
on all documents recognized as valid identity
documents in the context of international relations.
2.3.3 Moreover, abolition of identity checks at
internal frontiers can not be selective and apply
only to nationals of the Member States to enable
them alone to move freely within the Community. It is impossible to distinguish nationals of
another Member State from those of a non-member country. If identity checks in respect of the
former are to be abolished their abolition in
respect of the latter must also be accepted.
2.3.4 Finally, abolition of passport control at
internal frontiers can not apply only to identity
documents, allowing checks on documents based
on them, such as entry or exit visas, residence
permits and work permits to continue. To
retain checks on these documents would defeat
the object and destroy the advantages of abolishing checks on identity documents.
2.3.5 To sum up, if all the implications of the
abolition of passport control within the Community are considered, it is clear that this entails
on the part of each Member State abolition in
principle of all forms of control of individuals,
whatever their nationality, carried out at the
internal frontiers of the Community both on
their entry into or exit from the country concerned. It should not be forgotten, however,
that free movement of persons across internal
frontiers cannot be attained solely through the
Passport Union. This can only be achieved by
S. 7175

ensuring, in addition, that checks are not made
on goods or on currency carried by such persons,
or on their vehicles.
Moreover, as with the uniform passport, abolition of control of persons at Community internal frontiers provides scope for further
action. In the same way that the introduction
of uniform passports could lead to negotiations
for equality of treatment of nationals of the
Member States by non-member countries, abolition of controls of persons could, by reason of
their transfer to external frontiers, trigger off
developments towards equality of treatment of
the nationals of non-member countries by the
Member States on the lines of a process exemplified by the Convention on the transfer of control
of persons to the external frontiers of Benelux
signed on 11 April 1960. 1 A similar development which, when complete, resulted in nationals of one-member country holding the same
kind of .passport no longer being treated differently by the nine Member States because of their
nationality would accord with the concept of a
Passport Union which went further than being
simply a free movement zone.

Harmonization of legislation ·
affecting aliens

2.4

Introduction of a uniform passport and abolition
of controls of persons at internal frontiers are
objectives beyond which others, more ambitious,
may be discerned. However, harmonization of
legislation affecting aliens, like all harmonization
of national laws, cannot constitute an objective. In the present case, it would be rather the
consequence of abolishing control of persons at
internal frontiers. The abolition of such control
entails the transfer of controls to external frontiers to some degree, implying harmonization of
the national legislation concerned. Moreover, if
equality of treatment of nationals of the Member
States by non-member countries were negotiated
on the basis of the uniform passport, these

• 1

See Annex 1, page 17.
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cou~tr.ies would be bound to request in exchange
a stmtlar degree of equal treatment of their
nationals by the Member States which would
lead in this way to harmonization of the national
laws concerned. In both cases however, the
relevant part of each Member State's legislation
affecting aliens is that which applies to nationals
of non-member countries and not that which
applies to nationals of the other Member States
which has already been considerably amended i~
implementation of the EEC Treaty, and in particular Articles 48, 52, 56 and 59 thereof.

If it is true that harmonization of legislation is a
question of means rather than ends, it does not
seem necessary, for the purpose of defining the
possible nature of the Passport Union, to further
analyse here the purpose and methods of harmonizing legislation affecting aliens. Annex 2 provides additional information on the national
laws governing aliens and about the harmonization of those laws as a consequence of attaining
the objectives of the Passport Union.

2.5

Conclusion

It has proved possible to define the Passport
Union on the basis of the constituent factors
analysed above.
These factors have shown the Passport Union to
be a project aimed at confirming the Community
as an entity vis-a-vis the rest of the world and
capable of reviving the feeling of citizens of the
Community of belonging to that entity.
The form this project will take consists firstly in
replacing national passports of varying appearance with a uniform national passport, and
perhaps in addition in seeking to secure identical
trea~ment of citizens of the Community by every
non-member country. In this way, the impact of
such identical treatment which would make
nationals of the Member States working or
travelling outside the Community more aware of
their connection with the Community would be
added to the psychological effect of having a
passport of uniform appearance.
12

The project also involves abolition of control of
persons at Community internal frontiers and
some degree of transfer of such control to
external frontiers, which could lead to uniform
treatment of nationals of non-member countries
by all the Member States.
This second aspect of the Passport Union will
h.ave ~ consider.a~le impact on public opinion,
smce It affects ctttzens of the Community travelling within the Community and all nationals of
non-member countries travelling to any of the
Member States.
The harmonization of legislation affecting aliens
referred to in point 10 of the Paris Communique
as the third element central to the Passport
Union is in fact only the corollary of the other
two. It is clear that the greater the extent to
which the Member States agree to afford equality of treatment to nationals of non-member
countries, whether it be to ensure that a more
efficient check is kept on such aliens or to secure
equal treatment on the part of non-member
countries in exchange, the more extensive and
fundamental will be the harmonization of
national laws affecting aliens.

3. Main problems raised by the establishment
of a Passport Union which will have to be
studied by the working party
Its re.mi~ being to study the possibility of
establtshmg a Passport Union, the working party
will obviously have to define the elements central
to such a project. If it were to arrive at the
concept of a Passport Union described above it
would have to study the conditions and time
limits in which this could be brought into
b~ing. In this respec~, its work could be orgamzed under the followmg four headings: ·
uniform passport;
abolition of control of persons at international frontiers in the Community;
equality of treatment of nationals of Member States by third countries;
legal implementation of the Passport Union.
S. 7/75

3.1

Uniform passport

3.1.1 It should not be particularly problematic
to decide on the appearance, content and holders
of the uniform passport provided that there is
agreement that this passport, although essentially
national, will demonstrate, in addition to a
national connection, a connection with the European Communities and will replace existing
national passports whose appearance varies. It
should however be pointed out that the detailed
arrangements for replacing existing national
passports by a uniform passport could raise
some problems of a political nature. This could
for example be the case with the British passport
issued by the United Kingdom not only to British
citizens with the right of abode but also to other
British subjects who are citizens of non-member
countries.
3 .1.2 The time required before the first
uniform passports are issued could be relatively
short, firstly because the problems involved do
not seem unduly numerous, and secondly,
because this is in principle a project separate
from the abolition of control of persons at
internal frontiers.

Abolition of controls of persons at
internal frontiers

3.2

It is at present impossible for the Commission to
draw up a complete list of the main problems
raised by the abolition of control of persons at
internal frontiers and to put forward possible
solutions to each of them. This is because of
lack of information about the legislation in each
Member State governing frontiers checks on
· persons entering or leaving, whether nationals or
aliens. Futhermore, there is uncertainty about
the conditions under which such legislation is
applied in practice. In one and the same Member State legislation and practice may even vary
ac.cording to the frontier in question.
In these circumstances, the only thing that can be
done at present is to draw up a work programme. Five guidelines are suggested under
S. 7/75

which the problems raised by the abolition of
checks at internal frontiers may be listed, then
dealt with.
3 .2.1 Once the internal and external frontiers
in the Communities are determined, it will be
necessary to draw up a list of the controls of
persons carried out at present by each Member
State at internal frontiers, and to establish the
extent to which the disappearance of such controls would affect application of the relevant
substantive provisions.
In doing so, the importance of frontier checks
should not be overestimated. As regards aliens
who are nationals of another Member State,
these checks are in fact to a large extent superfluous, but are maintained because it is impossible to distinguish such persons from nationals of
non-member countries on the basis of physical
appearance. Moreover, checks upon entry are,
generally speaking, a priori checks the disappearance of which would affect neither the system of
a posteriori checks carried out within national
territory or the penalties applied when offences
are established.
3.2.2 Once cases have been established where
abolition of checks at internal frontiers would
lead to a considerable reduction in the effectiveness of the relevant substantive provisions, the
necessary corrective measures would have to be
found. These could consist in:
adapting the relevant national rules and
their application solely by the Member State in
question, for example by increasing the number
of random checks carried out a posteriori and
the severity of the penalties imposed for established offences, or
establishing dose cooperation between the
supervisory authorities in the Member States,
who would provide one another with the assistance necessary to ensure that the substantive
provisions adopted independently by each Member State were respected, or
amending the national substantive provisions so as to harmonize or even standardize
them, possibly granting authority to joint bodies.
13

Three matters which would call for common
action by the Member States come to mind
straight away.
The first is the system of card checks on persons
entering and leaving

Only certain Member States, namely Ireland and
the United Kingdom, have set up a system
whereby cards are issued to persons upon entry
and collected on departure, thus enabling the
length of stay in their territory to be
checked. This problem would therefore have to
be examined.
The second is the visa aspect

Visa requirements, which are different for immigration than for holiday and business trips, are
not the same in the nine Member States. So
long as these differences are not integrated into a
common foreign policy, they will remain an
obstacle to the establishment of a single, lasting
visa policy within the Community.
Within Benelux the problem is resolved by a
common policy while in the Nordic Union it is
achieved through a simple form of administrative
cooperation. There are no provisions on this
subject in the Understanding but in fact there are
few differences between the visa requirements of
Ireland and the United Kingdom.
The third is the question of deportation

Here there are differences from country to country found not only in written rules (objective
grounds for deportation), but also in concepts
and policies. All countries aim to uphold law
and order and public security and reserve the
right to deport aliens on these grounds, but these
concepts are differently constituted from one
country to another and the Member States retain
untrammeled power to define them. These constituent parts are not harmonized in respect of
aliens from another Member State even in the
Community context. It has not been ·possible to
do more than to lay down certain limits (for
14

example, prohibition on relying on economic
reasons or previous convictions) and to strengthen safeguards through the courts. Moreover,
the strictness with which deportation measures
are applied varies greatly from one Member
State to another; the differences in attitude are
largely dependent on the economic, social and
political factors prevailing at the dme. To
resolve this problem Benelux and the Nordic
Union make cases for deportation subject to a
consultation procedure. The Understanding
makes no provision for such cases.
3 .2.3 Once the working party has established,
in particular by examining the above three
questions, which checks should be carried out by
each Member State on behalf of all others at the
external frontiers, it should then consider to
what extent such checks are compatible with the
agreements entered into by the Member States
with a particular non-member country and
designed to simplify or abolish controls of persons.
Where such checks are found to be incompatible
there are three possible solutions: the Member
State party to such an agreement repudiates it,
the agreement is extended to all Member States
of the Community, or lastly the agreement is
amended in such a way that the Member State
party to it is able to provide the other Member
States with adequate guarantees regarding the
control of persons it carries out on behalf of all.
3 .2.4 The working party would also have to
establish, by weighing the advantages and disadvantages, whether checks should be abolished at
all the internal frontiers of the Communities or
whether this should not apply to the non-European territories of Member States.
3.2.5 Finally, the working party will have to
undertake examination of all checks carried out
at internal frontiers which are liable to impede
the free movement of travellers, so as to verify
that the various sectoral measures already taken
or in the process of being taken in fact result in
complete freedom of movement.
S. 7175

In this respect, the working party would have to
extend its investigations to checks carried out
not only on persons themselves (identity, right of
entry, etc.) but also, for example, on articles or
currency carried.
These are the lines along which the working
party could structure its work on the abolition of
controls on persons. It will moreover find aspects
to consider in the various projects and actual
developments referred to in Annexes 1 and 3.
In the absence of precise information about the
main problems to be resolved, it is difficult to
estimate the time within which abolition of
control of persons could become effective at the
internal frontiers of the Community. However
long this may be it will be considerably
lengthened if abolition of controls is linked to
the introduction of an identity card cum passport.1

Equal treatment of nationals of
Member States by non-member countries

3.3

Achievement of this objective, if adopted by the
working party, is in eSSl~nce independent of the
abolition of control of persons at internal frontiers. It implies long term action which would
commence after the introduction of the uniform
passport and which would lead to major changes
for the Communities.

3.3.1

As is shown by the example of Benelux,
abolition of control of persons at internal frontiers cin lead to the gradual development of a
common visa policy vis-a-vis non-member countries. If this is done, by granting reciprocal
rights, the Member States would be induced to
negotiate with such countries with a view to
abolishing visas for all their nationals.
3.3 .2 Although on this particular point regarding visas a certain degree of equality of treatment
of nationals of Member States by non-member
countries can be achieved through developments
resulting from the abolition of checks at internal
frontiers, nevertheless such equality of treatment
as a whole is an objective that can be achieved
through a separate programme that would con-

s.
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stitute one of the possible developments opened
up by the creation of the uniform passport. This programme would probably have to
be spread over a number of years since equal
treatment of nationals of all Member States by
all non-member countries implies the replacement of existing bilateral agreements by joint
agreements according to a process which could
be similar to that by which the common commercial policy is gradually being introduced at
present. Moreover, through the grant of reciprocal rights, these renegotiations would raise
directly the problem of Member States according
equality of treatment to nationals of non-member countries thus supplementing the initial results obtained in this connection by means of
joint action following abolition of checks at the
internal frontiers of the Community.

3 .3 .3 It is clear that such a process would
gradually give non-member countries the feeling
that here were the beginnings of Community
citizenship. For this reason, if the working
party were to carry its proposals regarding
equality of treatment of nationals of Member
States by non-member countries thus far, it
would have to take into account, firstly, the
grant of special rights envisaged in point 11 of
the Paris Communique which by granting political rights aims to confirm on an internal basis
the existence of Community citizenship, and
secondly, the European Union proposals which
are being drawn up at present.

Legal implementation of the
Passport Union

3 .4

If the working party concludes that a Passport
Union is feasible and establishes in sufficient
detail the conditions and detailed arrangements
under which it could be brought into being, it
will then have to consider how the relevant
agreements should be legally formulated.
Since the Community Treaties contain no provisions giving an immediate power to act with
1

See Annex 3, point 2, page 21.
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regard to political rights, even under Article 235
of the EEC Treaty, the legal instrument to be
employed would have to be an ad hoc act, which
could be a new treaty governed by international
law or-if necessary-an amendment to the EEC
Treaty pursuant to Article 236 by addition of the
necessary provisions, e.g., in the form of a
Protocol.

If the solution of a new treaty governed by
international law were adopted, a number of
questions would arise such as whether or not
such a convention would have to contain self-executing provisions, whether or not provision
should be made for uniform interpretation of it,
etc.
3.5

Conclusions

The problems raised by the projected developments specifically referred to in point 10, of
which, such as the endeavour to secure identical
treatment of Community nationals by every
non-member country and its corollary through
the grant of reciprocal rights, i.e., negotiations to
secure identical treatment of nationals of every
non-member country by Member States, would
logically result from one of these projected
developments, namely the uniform passport,
have indicated by their scale, and having regard
to past and current experience, which of the
projected developments could be put unto effect
within a reasonable time and without too great
difficulty.
These projected developments are the introduction of a passport of uniform appearance provided it is not technically sophisticated, abolition of
checks at internal frontiers and their transfer to
external frontiers based on the relevant experience of six Member States and harmonization
of legislation affecting aliens confined to measures regulating tourist and business visitors.
The objectives of securing uniform treatment of
Community nationals by every non-member
country and, through the grant of reciprocal
rights of uniform treatment of nationals of such
countries by the Member States would be more
16

difficult and take longer to achieve. In addition
to the need to harmonize the visa and immigration policies of the Member States, which is
bound up with the aspect of reciprocity, nonmember countries would have to agree to regard
the Nine as a single entity and European citizenship as a reality. It must be acknowledged that
the Community does not at present have jurisdiction over the rights of persons, with the exception of economic and social rights, and that
European citizenship, which does not exist at
present, will take the first step towards becoming
a reality only with the election of the European
Parliament on the basis of universal suffrage and
the implementation of point 11 concerning special rights. In any event, even if this objective
were adopted, it would not be so pressingly
important as those outlined earlier since it affects
only nationals of Member States who leave the
Community and its attainment would be mainly
appreciated by those few who spend long periods
in non-member countries.

4. Composition of the working party
4.1 Point 10 makes no mention of the nature of
the legal instruments whereby the Passport
Union could be brought into being or the procedure to be adopted for its implementation; it
merely states that a working party will be set up
to study this .and to submit a draft to the
Governments of the Member States.

It appears that there are two possible approaches
with regard to legal implementation of the Passport Union: firstly a separate Treaty governed by
international law and secondly a revision of the
EEC Treaty. In fact, the fundamental objective
of any liberalization is, as has been shown, to
secure freedom of movement entirely devoid of
any controls within the Community, other
aspects being more or less corollaries or consequences of this basic principle, particularly with
regard to the transfer of controls on aliens to the
external frontiers of the Community, harmonization of legislation and the joint conclusion of
agreements with non-member countries on treatment of their nationals by the Member
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States. Thus, although the Passport Union is
not essential to achievement of the objectives of
the EEC Treaty as it stands at present and since
it is therefore not possible to rely on Article 235,
it remains true that it is a natural extension of
the principles of ·free movement which constitute
one of the foundations of the Community.~
Whichever means are chosen, it is clear that the
abolition of identity checks at the internal frontiers of the Communities, which is one of the
objectives of point 10, is in keeping with abolition of all types of controls at such frontiers and
would follow on logically from what has been
achieved already under the Community Treaties
with regard to freedom of movement of persons.
In these circumstances, to ensure that the work
to be carried out is consistent with the objectives
attained under the Community Treaties and to
ensure their continuity the Commission proposes
that it should itself provide the chairman of the
working party which will be made up of persons
designated by the Member States and will be
required to submit a report to the government
representatives meeting within the Council, and
should also be responsible for the secretariat. Once the working party has been set up,
the Commission will take the necessary steps to
see that it meets without delay.

Annex 1
Comparative study of:
the Benelux Convention of 11 April 1960
the Convention between the Nordic countries of 12 July 1957
the 'Understanding' between the United
Kingdom and Ireland.
In considering the abolition of control of persons at
internal Community frontiers it is of value to study
and compare the Conventions already in force which
have been concluded between or with certain Community countries and which have established zones
within which persons may move freely without being
subject to frontier checks.

It should_ be noted that six Community countries are
already involved in such free movement zones.
1.
1.1

Benelux Convention of 11 April 1960 1
The main object of the Convention is to:
abolish controls of persons at internal frontiers;

encourage the adoption of a common policy on
the crossing of external frontiers.
1.2

Application of the Convention

1.2.1 A joint working party has been set up pursuant
to the Convention. It meets regularly and the three
countries consider that it operates very satisfactorily.
This working party:
lays down fundamental rules governing the control of persons at external frontiers;
makes preparations for the gradual harmonization of national rules governing the entry and residence of aliens (in relation in Benelux);
draws up the relevant instructions issued by the
three countries to their diplomatic and consular representatives.

' Convention of 11 April 1960 between the Kingdom of Belgium,
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Kingdom of the Netherlands on the transfer of control of persons to the external frontiers of
Benelux territory.
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1.2.2 There is in addition an Inspection Committee
consisting of representatives of the three countries
which visits at regular intervals the crossing points at
the external frontiers of the Benelux territory.
1.2.3 The authorities of each of the three countries
supply one another with all relevant information
concerning offences committed in connection with the
entry, movement' and residence of aliens.
·Aliens declared undesirable in one of the three countries may, at the request of that country, be declared
undesirable in the other two. As a rule a request of
. this type is complied with.

2.2.2

Differences

each State has reserved the right to carry out
checks at intra-Nordic frontiers where it considers this
necessary;
the Cooperation Committee is an advisory
body. It does not draw up common rules regarding
frontier controls not does it aim to harmonize national
rules regarding the entry and residence of non-Nordic
aliens;
the diplomatic and consular representatives of
Nordic countries do not receive common instruction;
there is no provision for coordination between the
four Nordic countries in international organizations;

1.2.4 The three countries endeavour to maintain a
joint approach on the subject in international organizations such as the ICAO (International Civil Aviation
Organization) and the IMCO (Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative organization).

the four Nordic countries do not have a common
policy regarding the issue of visas.

1.2.5 Since 1962 a number of conventions have been
concluded by the Benelux with non-member countries
concerning visas or their abolition. Visas granted are
valid throughout the Benelux territory.

A system of entry and exit cards has been devised in
coordination with national rules regarding visas.

2.

Nordic Convention of 12 July 1957 1

2.1

The object of the Convention is to:
abolish control of persons at internal frontiers;
transfer such control to external frontiers.

2.2 Comparison between the Benelux Convention of
11 April 1960 and the Nordic Convention
2.2.1

Points of similarity

checks are carried out
frontiers;

10

principle at external

persons admitted into the territory of one of the
Nordic States may move freely in the other three
States (subject to exceptions);
the four States have given mutual undertakings to
expel persons whose presence is considered undesirable by one of the other three States (except where
there is an express decision to the contrary);

2.3

A special feature of the Convention

When a person requiring a visa in a Nordic country
enters that country an entry card is completed by the
authorities in the country of entry. They retain this
card. The alien is issued with another card which he
must be able to show in the event of a check. This
card indicates the period of time during which he may
reside in the zone.
When the alien leaves the zorie the authorities of the
last Nordic country through which he passes retain the
second card, indicate the date of exit and send it to the
authorities of the country where he entered the zone.
This system allows a check to be kept on whether the
alien is still in the zone or has left it.

If the alien obtains a residence permit for a longer
period in a Nordic country other than that by which
he entered the zone the authorities of the country
issuing the extended permit notify the authorities of
the latter country.
This card system cannot however operate where an
alien requires an entry visa for one country, e.g.,
Finland, but not for another, e.g., Denmark. In such
a case a card is not completed on entry into the zone
via Denmark. The person may therefore enter Finland via the frontier between Sweden and Finland
without undergoing a check.

the four States have given mutual undertakings to
supply the other States with all necessary information
regarding the residence of non-Nordic aliens.
a 'Cooperation Committee' has been set up to
'deal with matters of importance to the common
passport control zone'.
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' Convention between Denmark, Finland; Norway and Sweden
concerning the waiver of passport control at the intra-Nordic
frontiers, signed at Copenhagen on 12 July 1957-United Nations
Treaty Series No 4660.
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This shortcoming of the Convention cannot be remedied so long as there is no common policy between
the Nordic countries regarding the issue of visas.
3. The 'Understanding' between the United Kingdom and Ireland
The 'Understanding' concerning the free movement of
persons between the United Kingdom and Ireland
dates from the Twenties.
It consists of an agreement between the Governments
of both countries of which there is no official text. It
is an established administrative practice facilitated by
a common past and by the similarity of the policies of
both countries regarding the entry and residence of
aliens.

It relates solely to checks at internal frontiers. Officially, therefore, there is no common visa policy but in
practice the policies are similar. There are certain
instances where a visa is required for one of the
countries and not for the other but these are
rare. Moreover there is no common policy regarding
undesirable aliens. It is thus possible for a person
regarded as undesirable by the United Kingdom to
enter the zone via Ireland and to pass unchecked into
the United Kingdom via the internal frontier between
Ireland and the United Kingdom.
A system of entry and exit cards is applied in both
countries to all persons having neither British nor Irish
nationality.
However, this system is less highly developed than
that of the Nordic countries in that the exit card is not
sent automatically to the authorities of the country of
entry.
Consequently, a person possessing a visa for Ireland
may enter Ireland, then enter the United Kingdom
unchecked and leave the United Kingdom for the
continent of Europe without the Irish authorities
knowing whether or not he has left the free movement
zone. The Irish authorities may in fact succeed in
discovering this since the United Kingdom authorities
complete an exit card when the person leaves the free
movement zone but they do not forward it automatically to the Irish authorities.
4.

Conclusions

It follows from the above:
that it is possible to establish a free movement
zone between a number of countries without adopting
common policies or practices regarding deportation or
the issue of visas (cf. Nordic convention; the 'Understanding' between the United Kingdom and Ireland);
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that it is clear however that the lack of a degree of
coordination of policies regarding visas and the
deportation (or refusal of entry and residence) of
undesirable aliens makes the relevant national provisions less effective since aliens may more easily
circumvent them in the absence of checks at national
frontiers.
This shows that although the abolition of checks at
the internal frontiers of a community would at first
sight seem to be a purely internal measure, it has
consequences affecting policy vis-a-vis non-member
countries.
The example of Benelux demonstrates these consequences clearly.

Annex 2

Harmonization of legislation affecting aliens
The purpose of what follows, after recalling the nature
of legislation affecting aliens, will be to illustrate with
examples its relationship with the abolition of passport control within the Community and the endeavour
to secure identical treatment of Community nationals
by non-member countries, to thus show that the
various aspects of the Passport Union envisaged in
point 10 of the Paris Communique form a coherent
whole and finally, that even if only the internal
features of the Passport Union were brought into
being this could result in negotiations with non-member countries.

What is legislation affecting aliens?
Each Member State's legislation affecting aliens covers
all provisions, whether adopted unilaterally or by
agreement, relating to the rights of aliens, whether
they be nationals of other Member States or of
non-member countries. These proviSions ·include
measures which treat them in a particular way and
others which treat them in the same way as nationals,
and they may be divided into two broad categories,
namely:
1.1 Control of aliens and immigration
This is the administrative system whereby the entry,
expulsion, duration of residence and deportation as
well as the activities of aliens depend upon individual
decisions taken by government departments on
grounds of public order, health and security and of
immigration policy. The provisions governing this
administrative system are based on the existence of
rights, proof of such rights and checks on them.
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1.2 Civil, economic, social and political rights
acknowledged as belonging to aliens
There are general rules defining, in respect of all aliens
or certain categories of aliens, the rights enjoyed and
exercised by them once they are individually authorized to reside or pursue an activity in national
territory. One may quote, by way of example, the
right to acquire immovable property, receive social
security benefits, take part in professional or trade
associations by voting or by being eligible for election
and take up certain activities such as those of doctors,
lawyers, etc.

2. ·Harmonization of legislation affecting aliens as a
result of the abolition of control of persons at the
internal frontiers of the Community

Abolishing passport control within the Community
would mean that such control would be transferred to
the external frontiers and that each Member State
would carry this out on behalf of all the others unless
the Member States abandoned all a priori control
which seems unthinkable.
A priori control by a Member State on behalf of all
implies in turn a minimum degree of harmonization of
national laws governing nationals of non-member
countries.
The type of legislation liable to be affected by such
harmonization following the abolition of control of
persons at the internal frontiers of the Community is
that described above under control of aliens and
immigration.
It is possible to conceive of a number of situations in
which such harmonization would probably be necessary.. For example, if some Member States wish to
contmue to require an entry visa, even for tourist or
business visits, from nationals of a particular nonmember country while others have waived this
requirement, the fact that the latter allow those
nationals to enter their territory without a visa would
make it very difficult for the former since abolition of
controls at integral frontiers would mean that those
nationals could enter without a visa a State which
required them to have a visa. In this way, national
laws governing visas would lose much of their effectiveness if they are too dissimilar.
In the same way, although some Member States are
strict a bout entry into their territory and have very
elaborate exit and entry control procedures designed
to ensure in particular that an authorized period of
residence has not been exceeded others with less strict
entry controls may on the other hand act more
expeditiously with regard to deportation or apply
more severe penalties for illegal periods of residence,
just as they may prefer a system whereby registration
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is required on arrival or on passing through the place
or places of residence in their territory to check the
period of residence.

3. Harmonization of legislation affecting aliens as a
result of non-member countries according equality of
treatment to Community nationals
Legal provisions affecting aliens which could be harmonized as a result of the endeavour to secure equality
of treatment of Community nationals by non-member
countries comprise both that which has been described
under control of aliens and immigration and the body
of civil, economic, social and political rights acknowledged as belonging to aliens.
4. To summarize, it appears that the harmonization
of legislation affecting aliens to be undertaken in
implementation of point 10 of the Paris Communique
should include at the very least entry and residence
requirem.ents imposed on tourists and business visitors, measures for controlling persons at external
frontiers and a posteriori control, and .expulsion,
deportation or other measures designed to prevent
entry into or unauthorized presence in national territory. Insohr as certain of these rules are the subject
of conventions the latter will have to be re-negotiated.

Annex 3
Current projects and existing schemes
which appear to be related
to implementation
of the Passport Union
1. Current projects and existing schemes connected
with one or other of the objectives of the Passport
Union provided for in the Paris Communique include
abolition of control of persons at frontiers, introduction of a uniform passport and harmonization of
legislation affecting aliens.
There are two types of existing schemes relating to
checks at frontiers: those emanating from the Council
of Europe in the form of agreements to be ratified by
its member countries and agreements between countries to set up among themselves a zone within which
persons may move freely.
Six Member States belong to zones within which
persons may move freely: the Benelux countries which
have set up such a zone between themselves, the
United Kingdom and Ireland form one with the
S. 7175

Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, and Denmark
which belongs to a zone comprising the Scandinavian
countries and Finland. 1
The agreements prepared by the Council of Europe
aim to simplify formalities at frontiers. There are
three such agreements: one deals with rules governing
the movement of persons between the member countries of the Council of Europe, another concerns the
abolition of visas for refugees and the third covers the
movement of young persons travelling under a joint
passport between the member countries of the Council
of Europe. Only the first of these agreements is of a
general nature and could therefore have some bearing
on the abolition of passport control within the Community. However, while it increases the number of
identity documents which may be used for international travel it does not reduce checks on these
documents at frontiers.
2. The introduction of a uniform passport calls to
mind another Council of Europe initiative. On the
basis of work carried out by the International Civil
Aviation Organization with a view to introducing an
electronic identity card cum passport the Council of
Europe proposes to encourage the adoption and
recognition by its member countries of such a document which would enable wanted persons to be
identified by means of a signal memorized by computer.

to adapt controls to this new phenomenon, recourse to
international cooperation, use of computers and consequent need for appropriate standardization of identity documents. These factors differ from those
which underlie the establishment of a Passport Union
but they should nevertheless be studied when work is
undertaken with a view to introducing a passport of
uniform appearance.
3. The harmonization of legislation affecting aliens
in the member contries of the Council of Europe is
being studied at present by the Legal Affairs Committee of its Assembly. The study will indicate the most
pressing problems in this field and approaches which
could be adopted to solve them. It covers legal
provisions governing the entry and short term residence of aliens as well as those relating to establishment and the pursuit of business activities in another
member country.
The Legal Committee is expected to present a report
and a draft resolution in the autumn to the Council of
Europe on the technicalities and political implications
of such an undertaking.

Starting from this premise some Community Member
States have considered encouraging the introduction
on a similar basis of a card to be issued to all nationals
· of Member States established in the Community or in
a non-member country and to nationals of non-member countries established in the Community which,
besides being indicative of the European Union in
course of creation, would prove in an easily verifiable
manner each time a check was made the identity of its
bearer and his Community status. These identity
documents would also be computerized and would
follow the trend in the Member States of having more
refined statistical information which can be checked at
any time about nationals and aliens established in
their territory.
Advocates of these documents regard them as being
valuable and useful at intra-Community level
only. They would serve no purpose other than that
of the identity documents already accepted as proof of
identity by the Member States. It would simply be a
question therefore of replacing such documents by a
uniform and updated one which could be checked
particularly efficiently and quickly.
The projects of the International Civil Aviation Organization, the Council of Europe and certain Member
States are all based on simular considerations, i.e.:
considerable increase in international travel, the need
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1
The special features peculiar to the organization of the different
zones are described in Annex 1, pages 17 to 19.
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